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The study of the physics of ionized gases is of respectable antiquity;

Indeed a strong case can be made for identifying it as the main starting point

la Che development of modern physics. Gaseous discharges ware "cnovn before 4

tie days of Faraday, and from the time of Geiasler to 3. J. Thomson foroed «

prime clue as to Che nature of matter.

Avareness of major electric currents in the atmosphere, hence a begin-

ning of the appreciation of the voles of plasmas in "overhead" geophysics dates

. back to Gauss and the study of the rapid variations in the earth's magnetic

2

field. After Heayisides explanation of the long range of radio waves, the en-

tire theory of wave propagation through a cold magnetized plasma—the Appleton-

Bartree theory—was developed.

5 4

Meanwhile the work of Schottky, Langmuir, yon Engel, and Steenbecfc ana-

lysed the equilibrium of % gas discharge, while langmuir and J. 3. Thomson ini-

tiated the study of longitudinal oscillations.

During the past twenty-five years, there have been two major stimuli to

the further and more detailed study ox plasma physics. Attention has been drawn

to the role of electromagnetic phenomena in cosmogony. Although measurements of

the solar magnetic field were made some time ago, it was In the late '4O's° that

Babcock's first measurement of stellar magnetic fields was- Bade and while a
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number of theorists such as Cowling and.Ferraro had devoted auch attention to

astronomical phenomena is astrophysics, the imaginative work of Alfvifa pub-

lished in 1950 expired a. greatly enhanced and continued interest la such

(phenomena.

Space exploration has shown that at least the solar system is bathed
11

in a hot diffuse plasma, the solar wind, whose dynamics are dominated by elec-

tromagnetic interactions. The development of radio astronomy and space ast.ro-
12

physics, ultraviolet ar.d infrared astronomy have again revealed the importance

of plasma physics, vhile the radiation from those^dramatic objects, tKe quasars

and pulsars, come from a fully ionized gas.

Closer to home, at least in space, has beeB""tKe' pursuit of a controlled thermo-

nuclear reactor, the most spectacular of the promised technological applications

of plasmas. Attempts te discover how to build such a device, vfaleh ••ems to

promise a limitless source of nuclear energy reasonably safe against both natural

catsstrophy and snalifesceat perversion, have occupied a good sober ol physicists,

and while not yet successful, have led to a considerable insight into plasma

physics; perhaps 'even enough to bring success within the foreseeable future.

A brief survey of this kind cannot, of course, attempt to cover eves a

modest fraction of the developments In the field, and I shall contest myself with

« selection that has caught my attention.

1. Basic theory and experiments on waves and oscillations

The linear theory of electrostatic oscillations in * plasne was developed

by 1938. By equating electron Inertia nmX to the electric force oeE, and the

field to the charge density produced by the polarization 4ifnes, langauir derived

the plasma frequency _ ___ I; .-. . s .i ~. •• ...' • • - . ,"
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By Including the pressure of the electron gas, J. J. Thomson ̂ found a dispersion

relation

p B

Vlasov observed that on the relevant time scale, collisions were unim-

portant, and that rather than behaving as a gas with a local equation of state,

the electrons move independently, and should be described by a distribution

function f and its disturbance £f(x,v,t), which satisfies a Bolczman equation

with no collisions. This led to a dispersion relation in the form

a * 3 >

This describes not only the high frequency oscillations, but at low fre-

quencies the Debye screening of a charge in * plasma. If In addition to the

electrons, the contribution of the ions is allowed for, Vlasov's dispersion re-

lation will also describe the plasma analogue of normal sound vv*s which move

with a speed cs ^JjT ' If as may be the case in a plasma, the electron and

lots temperatures differ, this sound speed is determined by the electron tempera-

ture.

Landau criticized the work of Vlasov, observing that If Che solution is

to be causal, the pole in the integral (1.3) must be retained, which has the

rather surprizing consequence of inducing an imaginary tern

Into the dispersion relation, hence <*«colllsionless damping of oscillations.

Such damping Is usually associated with an increase in entropy, but la the

Vlasov equation, the distribution function f, and hence the entropyJf log f



are conscants. During Che early SO's there were some theoretical controversy ***

oa the subject of Landau damping, which was of great iaportance In the <Jev<lop-

lB3 theory of plasma stability.

A major experimental advance was the experimental demonstration of this

phenomenon by Maliaberg and WharCoa. The experiment required the transmission

of languuix waves on a neutralized electros beam, which travelled parallel to

a atrong magnetic field, so that the disturbed notion was oae dimensional. The

distribution function, and the perturbed electric field were measured by probes,

and the damping of the waves found to depend la the correct way oa the distri-

f and -r—were zero at the wave phase velocity, whereupon the damping disappeared,

butlon function, Moreover, the electron distribution could be clipped so that

light was shed upon the entropy problem by the observation of tfife-jtla'sote \ _ [ ^ ^
18

echo. The landau term arises fras a disturbance in the distribution function of

the ions 6f * f (v) e — —C, and at long tines the charge distribution due to this

goes to zero as exp - l/«(k2ve
2)t2 because of phase nixing. However, the dis- * '

Cnrbance in the distribution function persists, and can be detected. If a second

field •v e is imposed at t ».. t , there will be "Induced a fl«toad ord«r term ;

At t » -jpjj , the phase mixing disappears and a charge density reappears in the

system. The detailed theory of this is only a little more elaborate, atd the

phenomenon has been observed. ( ft)

Many other aspects of plasma wave theory have been verified in careful

experiments, including the complex processes that occur in a magnetized plasma.

Theoretically, the Vlasov analysis was extended by Gertsensteln and Bernstein

to a magnetized plasma, and in addition to the Appleton-Hartree nodes a scries



of vavss with frequencies near each multiple of the ion sr electros

frequency waa discovered. Landau damping in these waves arise* fraa th* com-

ponent of the phase velocity parallel to the nagoetlc field.

It was in this area that plasma physics developed nost effectively.
21

Experimenters developed apparatus that would produce reasonably slapltt aad re-

producible plasmas, while theorists turned from the infinite homogeneous system

to the solution of realistic boundary value problems. The resulting agreement

between theoretical calculation and experimental measurement demonstrated that

plasna 'could be persuaded to act In a reasonably Intelligible fashion.

This development had an Interesting offshoot. As Boha and Pines - ob-

served, the electrons in a. metal or a semiconductor fora a plasma and plasma

vaven should occur in solids. This study has proved particularly fruitful when

magnetic effects are included and anomalies >.n electrical transmission proper-

ties studied.
*
i

2. Magnetohydrodynamics

Although the interaction of a conducting fluid and a magnetic field

23 . 2 6

had been studied by Faraday, .it attracted little attention until Alfven dis-
25

covered the waves that bear his name, and Elsasser formulated the fluid dynamo

problem* In the Ideal case, classical hydrodynamic flow is modified by the

Maxwell stress j x B , while the electromagnetic field is modified by the

currents flowing in the fluid. In the simplest case, the conductivity may be

considered infinite and the electric field £ as seen in a fraae moving with

the'fluid vanishes

As a consequence Faraday's law of induction requires that the magnetic flux

threading any loop moving wirh the fluid should be conserved.



As important study here la that o£ magnetic hydrodyn*alc equilibria *

given by

Vp - J x B

la such equilibria, Che current and magnetic field must lie on dosed and nested

surface of constant pressure, and since both the current and the magnetic field

axe solenoidal, these surfaces must have.at the simples tj toroidal topology.

Fortunately, the problem of locating such equilibria is equivalent to determin-

ing the stationary flow of am Heal incompressible fluid, and the vortex ring* ~>

form one model for a confined plasma. * \'J /

A uniform oagnetofluid, in c uniform field, supports three types of waves,

with phase velocities

V 8 * - " v± -jf
vhere 6 Is the angle between the magnetic field and the direction of propagation,

C. Is the Alfv£n apeed, C_ the sound speed, and C_2- C.2 + C_2. Because of the

dependence.on angle, the group velocities — are also angular dependent, and such

" 2B

surprizing phenomena as forward facing wakes are predicted.

In non-uniform fluids even linear oscillations have surprizing properties;

singular eigen modes, and continuous spectra lend unusual character to the solu-

tion of boundary value problems,'and understanding of these phenomena is atlll

fer from complete.
29

Kaguetohydrodynainic shocks have been the subject of a good deal of work.

Here, of course, It Is Important to Include the non-Ideal character of the fluid,

although the jump conditions are Independent of this. "K.naturally"occurring

Bagnetohydrodynaoic shock was both predicted and detected where the solar wind

Impinges on the earth's magnetosphere.



Technologically important application* of channel flow include the

magnetic pumping of liquid ratals, where the induced current Interacts with

Che magnetic field and the fluid is subject to the body force j x l . In die

•agnetohydrodynamic generator, the fluid flows across a magnet*- field, flow

being possible because insulating walls permit the buildr-up of a polarizing

charge and the development of the electric field E « v x B. If this polariza-

tion charge is shorted through an external circuit, a current will flow, both

through that circuit and the fluid, the force J x B slowing down the fluid,

transferring its kinetic energy to the external circuit. -

3. low frequency behaviour of plasma "Quasi H.H.D."

Hagnetohydrodynami.es suffers from two contradictory requirement; in

. ordef that the resistivity should be liw, collisions should be infrequent, '

but in order that the pressure should be locally determined heat conduction

should be negligible, hence the mean free path should be small. . ftn astro-

physical contests, these conditions can sometimes be made compatible by

•cry large scale lengths.

To describe hot magnetically conflneH laboratory plasmas, where the

«eaa free path may' easily exceed the size of the system, a collisioaiess fluid

32 33 *

theory has been developed, 'in this, the localizing role of collisions is taken

ovejf by the magnetic field, and the starting point is the motion of a charged

particle in a strong magnetic field. The basic motion is a rotation about the

"guiding centre'.' at the gyrofrequency 0. If the scale length for field varia-

tion greatly exceeds the Lannor radius r^ « vj/fi~, t.ien the magnetic moment

V • -r tnvA
2/fi is an approximate const int of motion. Meanwhile the guiding centre

is not stationary, but moves across the magnetic field with a drift velocity v

Itself the sum of several terms



V8 ' f 7-̂ - * 7 log B/°» ®CC*S

tba first and second being the response to external forces, while the «nnil

have their origin in the magnetic field geometry (B - Bb). Along the magnetic

field the acceleration is determined by eh* applied forces and the aagnetic

Held atrength

- i r ' fifij
If this notion is also periodic, if, for example., B has a minimum, then there

la a second adlabatic invariant

•(SVII dt .

Stationary equilibria can be described in t ens of these invariants*, i f

u, J and the energyg are constants, particle nation la confined to "drift surfaces"
34

which like the magnetic surfaces of M.B.D. must be dosed. Because of the magnetic

moment a magnetic field gradient'can now localize plasma near field minima

(mirror -effect) and plasma may be confined is a system with open field lines. Since

* finite uls required for confinement only those particles with — 7 - > •=—^ are

confined, the rest escaping through the velocity space loss cone.

This edlebatlc theory of equilibrium has played an important: role in des-

cribing artificially confined plasmas, especially lu mirror ayatens. It also

proved useful in describing the structure of the closed part of the earth's uag-

net&a sphere, although it has been less successful In describing ' he open field

Uses.



The theory la alao useful In describing the low frequency oscillations

ef a plasma. The distribution function satisfies a one dlataaional equation

fox f (vii }, while the moment equations lead as usual to a M.B.D. Ilk* equation

tvith an undetermined anlcotropic streaa tensor

p •* p^l +

vbere the components pn s pi must be determined by th» distribution function.

II

If the frequency is in the range near u - Qx.ll., 1 being the scale of the system,

the Ideal conductivity approximation remains reasonably good, but ac lower fre-

quencies must be modified. Indeed E + v x B can be given approximately by the

equation of motion for the electron aeea In the ion frame. 4

S + V x B - — [j x B - ?p]- i-, 4^
.«. .* .» u ; •*. •* to , dt

P

For low frequencies, for which V is vazy small, the Ball terns os the right may

determine the perpendicular component of E , and new processes msy occur.

' Za addition to the waves present in a uniform plasma, the presence of

gradients «t>d the drift velocities give rise to a new class of motions, the drift
/T,\2

waves, which have frequencies as low as \T~) &+• Because the collisionless

Boltxaan equation determines the distribution function, these oscillations are

subject to Landau damping.

4. Plasma Stability • • •

The subject of plasma stability, being central to the magnetic confine-

ment scheme, has developed into an enormous and complex topic. Instabilities

may be classified by the source of the free energy which drives the motion, the

difference between the energy in the plasma, and th»t it would have in thermal

equilibrium. This may arise from spatial non-uni.fortnaties In density, tempera-

ture, or from the difference beiveen the form of the distribution function and

a Kaxwelllan.
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{•) Geoaetrlc Instabilities

la the former case, the energy is either aagnetic or kinetic. If mag-

netic energy is released, the detailed equation o! state for the plasma Is

usually not too Important, but the flux conservation law becomes central. .

Then, Instabilities are most readily discussed in oagn-tohydrodynamic terms;

sometimes Idealized, although for one unpleasant class finite resistivity is

Important, usually in an internal boundary layer. The free energy may be

thersal, as Is the case for plasmas held la fields that are close to vacuum

fields (themselves fields of minimum energy) in which the ratio 0 of thermal

to magnetic energy is small 6 " 4np/B* « 1 . Under these clrcumstacces the
c

frequency must be low, for the ene-py released by a displacement C wist be of

order 6p"* K/L , hence the equation of motion trn£i. V6p •v ~TZT •»"

w » TZn? ̂  TZ~ • Such low frequency Instabilities ma*' be described roughly

by H m H.H.D, equations, or better, by the quasi H.B.D. equations. In either

case a useful tool Is the variation is the potential energy produced by a dis-

placement, vhieh In H.B.D. is

The first order term here must be zero for equilibrium, and If the

second order term is positive, the system is stable. " • •

For quasi K.H.D. a similar quantity can be written down, the variation

In the distribution function being given by <i>Vf + fif.. -|y , <c> being the

field line displacement averaged over a particle orbit, and 6%- the variation

In the energy with J held constant. A useful theorem chows that « system

•table In M.B.D. is '.Iso stable in quasi M.H.D.38
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Stability is achieved In cuo way*; by magnetic shear or by magnetic

well*. Its a aagaetlc well, the flux tube volume 6V - t$ J'j- Is Bade to

decrease In the direction of decreasing pressure. Since flux is conserved,

the plasma notion must be convectlve-like, and if fluid is compressed «s it

leaves a high pressure region (moving so as to conserve flux) then no kinetic

energy can appear. Zf on the other hand, the magnetic field is strongly sheared,

then a motion must >AeW to the stretching of magnetic field lines, for which -

the thermal energy is inadequate.

A case that has been analysed in great detail is a confined cylinder
39,40

of plasma. If the displacement is Fourier analysed as C(r) exp(la6+ikz) the

only ^stabilizing term In the energy is

Since Bg is produced by J , the negative term is bounded at r • 0 and

of order j 2r. Zf now, the cylinder is given a finite length L and the ends

identified as a model of a torus, k • 0, •<£• . The k » 0 mode is quenched by

the repulsive effects of image currents in « conducting wall surrounding the

cylinder. For finite r, 2j — = -y- , and if the fields are such that

B, B * r r
r~ > — , so that field lines do not encircle the axis completely in going

along the cylinder, the system is necessarily stable. The ratio <S - -gg3- is
fl *

the rokomak safety factor.

There are severe limitations to the M.H.D, theory. The symmetry and

reality of the energy integral requires that the Instability threshold should

lie at zero frequency. If growth rates are large of order kvg ^ —- Q , results

are valid, but at both lower and higher frequencies breakdown can occur. If

particles bounce or make transit around field lines with a frequency u^ of the

same order as the frequency cf the disturbance, the second adlabatic invariant J

Is no longer a good constant of motion, and Landau damping term occurs which can
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be negative, leading to growth rather than damping. Thu.»s are trapped particle

•odes which depend on the sign of 7 7 L . If the frequency Is very lov, the

" 42
Ball, terms muse be retained, and drift v«ves say become unstable, with growth

r,
rates of order ~ k*vQ.

(b) Velocity space instabilities

' Velocity space instabilities in low 8 plasmas are usually « consequence

of the appearance of a electrostatic potential which satisfies Poisaon's equation

" • • - . Ve- V* - 0

which yields a dispersion relation e-<• 0. The energy in such e wave is

X£ 7 — < 0, this is negative. Due to Landau damping, e becomes complex,,

hence the root of e - 0 acquires a small Imaginary part. Indeed, if

A y | j + l'liae - 0

T vill be positive if either ~ or la e Is negative, e.g., if cither the energy

or the tandau damping is negative. ~a either case, the system it* unstable.

The simplest example of this type of velocity space Instability appears

when a beam of electrons passes through a plasma. If the beam induces a small

bump on the tail of the distribution, the Landau damping tern

- Ik • f§ 6{u +k-v) d3v

becomes positive, while an intense bean may lead to the appearance of a negative

A3
energy wave.

If electron Landau damping is inhibited either by high teaperature or by
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* Magnetic field, the ion acoustic aode may become unstable. An important

44
«wnple of this class of instability is the loss ccne node which dravs its

«nsrgy from the hole in velocity apace representing the loss cone, -uis mode

is usually conveetive.growing «s it propagates along the magnetic field, hence

Halting the length of a mirror confinement system,

5. Plasma Turbulence

A further important development hus been in the nonlinear theory of

plasma oscillations. There have besn four developments here, quasi-linear

theory, the theory of parametric instability, the wave kinetic theory, and

fie single wave theory. Ihe first of these starts by constructing the Boltz-

van analogue.of Reynolds stresses; if 5f and 6E are the fluctuations in the

distribution function and the field, then, Che mean value of the distribution

function T satisfies

•— + vvT + <*- E • •§- «£> - 0

If the systeu ie unstable, the electric field amplltuda develops as
•

k«v)

J ~~

vhlle

k«v)

This pair of equations gives a description of the distortion in the average

value of the distribution function, and Che switching off of a velocity space

Instability. Under some circumstances the description seems adequate.
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tf uon liaear effects are important, then waves can scatter off each

other. An important role is played by the "plasma number" n^ « £fc'Hk wltich

is conserved on interaction, and is determined by the wave analogue of the

Soltzman equation

IT + l'la*-****-? *)***' *•• «*- v - f 4

vhoae study, has formed a considerable industry.

If a single intense pump wave is applied to a plasma, this may couple •

a pair of plasoa modes, the classical exaaple being che coupling of a I>angnuir

vave to au ion acoustic mode by a trans-verse wave dose to the plasma frequency.

The coupled vave kinetic equations may then admit.exponentially growing unstable

solutions vhich can lead to greatly enhanced power absorption, a phenomenon

which has been observed and carefully studied in the ionosphere.

Finally, a large amplitude wave can result in the crapping of particles

in a self consistent potential well, which at least in the one dimensional case

can persist for some time. Thzse "plasnoids" have no analogue in fluid turbu-

lence theory, but explain the noii linear behaviour of at least some plasma waves.

6. Basic Kinetic Theory

SO
In the classical work of Chapman and Cowling, a development was given

of the kinetic theory of ionized gases, including the effect of a aagr.stlc field,

•trong enov.gh so that the cyclotron frequency (I is comparable to the collision

frequency v. Although this work retains Its value, che treatment of the BolCzman

collision Integral was rather arbitrary; since in its primitive fora, the colli-

sion Integral diverge!^/ because of the long range nature of the Coulomb force,

hecce many particle rather that two particle encounters determine the evolution
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SI

ef th« distribution function,Landau, «s had Jsans in a discussion of stellar

collisions,showed how the Soltaan integral, for snail collisions, 1*4 to a

fokkcr-Flanck equation.

ri*- h
where

where g •• (v - v)

although again an arbitrary cutoff was needed, aacE hidden la A. «

ns a modification of the theory of liquids, the BogoJiubov, Born, Green,

Kirkwood "Jvon heirarchy.in which one starts not from the Botlnan function f (x)

lot the Ilouvillc function F ( X I * ~ X U ~ W V N ) » i c •»•» proved possible to develop a fairly

consistent kinetic theory of the plasma, the Belescu-Lenosd equation. This can be
54

•ore easily'developed by analogy with the quasi—linear theory, except that the

fluctuating fields have their origin, not in instabilities but in the discreteness

of charged particles. The diffusion current J then nay be written

J m Id f̂ ld3k do k k fi{w + k«v) • ! — - ~ J f(v)
* J J ~ ~ "* I 3v 3v/

|k2 c(u,k) | 2 I /

f (v)

If only the large k behaviour of £ Is takea Into account this reduces to
• ; ' • • • ' • • • • • .

Landau's form, without the use of an arbitrary long range cut off,

A aore subtle consequence of this developaent i s that the electron corre-

lation function may be calculated, and since this determines the radiation scatter-

ing properties of the plasioa, say be measured. Attention was drawn to this problem

when the Soppier shift of back scattered radiation vaa seed by Bowles to estimate
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the electron temperature In the ionosphere, with ridiculously low results. '

56
Doughercy and Farley showed that if the change In vave mnber 6k was less than

the Debye vave cumber Iĉ , scattering was dominated not by fluctuations la the

free electrons, but by the correlations induced by the Debye shielding clouds

around Ions. Since these measurements, the scatter of radiation has proved a

sost Important method of investigating plasma. I "1 u>

A further Important development was the long mean free path version of

kinetic theory. In a magnetically confined plasma It is reasonable to think

of kinetic processes in which the collision frequency Is not the highest but

th* lowest 'requency in the problem, and to discuss kinetic theory backward*,

as It were, putting In particle dynamics and geometrical effects before colli-

sions. An interesting result of thia is the banana diffusion is Tokomak, In

vnleh collisions Induce transitions between drift surfaces,-end these can be

separated by much store than a Laroor radius. Aa a result, diffusion is de-

termined not by the classical vr,2 , but exceeds this by a. ratio of order
B«
j p which Is usually large.

7. Plasma Confinement

p rt "1

Important developments have occurred In. the production of confined

plasmas, the entire study of which has taken place since 1949. Early attempts

did not take into account the basic requirements of plasma stability. First

attempts at stabilization made use of field shear produced by currents flowing

la the plasma, but were defeated by resistive instabilities. Xn spite of

these shortcomings these early experic^ats opened up the study of hot fully

58
ionized plasma. Hopes were gives for open field lines that stability could

be obtained by shorting out the inducing fields by conducting end plates,

this, however, requires a connection between hot plasma anu cold ead plate,

with disastrous effects oa the plasma composition.
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59
A major advance was the production of a stable mirror, by Joffe, which at the

cost of ' a considerable increase la geometric complexity, bur titrtnh defeated X,

the catastrophic hydromagnetic instabilities, but left the aore subtle velocity

apace instabilities. These were studied in some detail, their convective

nature identified, and systems designed in vhicb their growth was Halted to

••all values. The resulting systems have produced plasmas at temperatures of

several hundred volts, or 10 degrees K, and densities of * 10 , with confine-

60
sent times of several milliseconds. At higher densities problems are faced with

nco-convective microinstabilities, but a two temperature-plasaa might'overcome

these.

The £asc theta-pinch devices confined plasmas in two dimensions,, and "

.although end losses limited confinement to a few aicroseconds, the conflc •<!

61
plasma was stably coutained until end losses were felt, and temperatures of over

7 • 16 3
* kilovolt, or 10 degrees K, were obtained at densities of * 10 /en . A serious

ctteapt is being made to bend such devices into a torus, so that end losses can

62
be prevented. Since the simple toroidal field will not realise an equilibrium,

rather elaborate .fluting of the compression coll is required-. Preliminary ex-

periments give reason for some optimism, but no toroidal experiment has yet been

performed. C
S3

The Tokomak system In which the plasaa is confined by a small current

flowing around a torus immersed in a large parallel magnetic field has the great

advantage of geometrical simplicity, although that is disappearing with the de-

velopment of systems with non-circular cross sections. Devices of this kind

have confined plasmas at t. 800 eV , and densities of t 10 for about 100th of

a second, and are object of intense study and a great deal of hope.

The target at which significant thermonuclear energy can be produced

requires temperatures of about 10 keV, and a product of density and confinement

time of nt • 10 sec. cm" .

S3
m In
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With the advent of high powered lasers, an enormous effort has gone

Into securing the required value of nt not by confining the plasma, but by

adding enough energy so that nvfl/r s 10 . the most econoaieal nathod of

doing this appears to be by the sudden and extreme compression of a small pellet

of deuterium, the energy for compression being provided by a large burst of
64

laser energy. Hydrodynamie computations of this process are extremely pre-

mising, and the experiments that have been carried on to date' do not sigoifi-

cally contradict this promise, but the subject is bedevilled by classification. '

There are a number of other confinement schemes being pcrsued with

varying enthusiasm—stellerators, cusps, and schemes that ccabine short con-

finement times *;ith the rapid heating of dense, plasmas.

The development of the superconducting magnetj of Intense lon^electron **«• V

neutral beam*and particularlyjef the laser have contributed greatly to the

Study of plasmas, and particularly co controlled fusion research; but no one

has yet produced a prototype thermonuclear reactor.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 The Solar Magnetic Field, as measured by the Zeeaan effect.

Deviation from the straight line measures the field magnitude

and sign.

Fig. 2 The solar wind, terrestrial magnetic field and bow shock.

Fig. 3 Observation of tandau damping shoving the ratio of the Imaginary

to the real part of the propagation vector as a fimction of the

ratio of phase velocity to thermal speed on a semi—log plot.

Fig. 4 Experimental evidence for the plasma echo.

Fig. 5 A simple magnetically confined configuration.

Fig. 6 The form factor for scattering of radiation from a plaaaa *a

calculated from kinetic theory.

Fig. 7 "Banana orbits" in a torus showing a cross section of the drift

surfaces to which guiding centre orbits are confined.

Fig. 8 A stable mirror. The Baseball configuration.

Fig. 9 Radial density distribution in a e-pinch after 20y see showing the

classical diffusion profile.

Fig. 10 An early experimental arrangement for heating a plasma pellet by

laser radiation.
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INTERPLANETARY
MAGNETIC FIELD

TRANSITION
REGION

VIEW FROM ABOVE THE MAGNETIC POLE

The division of space surrounding the earth into different
magnetic regions. As indicated, the view is from above the earth's
pole. The hypersonic streaming of the solar wind past the asym-
metric magnetosphere sets up a bow shock wave. The figure is not
drawn to scale and only simple, smooth surfaces have been em-
ployed.



1 .2 . OBSERVATION OF PLASMA WAVES
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irace shows the appearance of the echo at/3 =•• 2/2 = / x in the sspected place.



Magnetohydrostatic analogue of Hill's spherical vortex.
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